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Global equity markets saw a strong start to the year, mostly led by
small cap and cyclical stocks, on expectations of new US fiscal
stimulus.
Georgia run-off races flipped the US Senate to a Democratic
majority. By taking control of an equally split Senate, a blue-wave
scenario in US politics becomes a reality, supporting the idea of
another stimulus package and boosting Joe Biden’s chances of
passing major legislation. The simple majority requirement to
confirm top positions also significantly lifted confirmation of
Biden’s cabinet selections.
Civil unrest and the assault on the US Capitol, while ugly and
tragic, did not have any tangible impact on equity markets, with
the view that the events did not affect consumer or corporate
behaviour.
The New York Stock Exchange moved forward with delisting three
Chinese telecom companies targeted by an executive order from
President Trump, reversing course yet again after the NYSE said
earlier last week that it would not delist them. MSCI, S&P and
FTSE quickly announced that the three stocks, in their listing in
Hong Kong, will also be removed from their indices. Reports that
the US administration was considering adding Chinese internet
leaders Alibaba and Tencent to a US investment blacklist also
tested investors’ nerves.
For the week, the US 10-year Treasury yield jumped roughly 20
basis points, ending the week at 1.12%. The ‘rates spark’ came as
Fed members walked a communication tightrope between tapering
and easing.
Oil prices were supported by Saudi Arabia’s surprise announcement
that it will unilaterally cut oil production by 1 million barrels per
day.
While most headlines were still commenting on Bitcoin and Tesla’s
skyrocketing ascension, the Japanese Nikkei index hit a 30-year
high.
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